YOUR ROADMAP TO...

Informed instruction
Guide instruction all year long with the MAP® Suite.

ASSESS
MAP® Growth™
MAP® Skills™ (as needed)

FALL

GOAL

Accurately identify the
instructional needs of
each student, including
students in need of
intervention.

ASK

TEACHER: What are my students’ individual strengths
and challenges? What standards are appropriate for
each student to learn next?
ADMINISTRATOR: Are all students placed in a learning
environment that matches their individual needs?

ASSESS
MAP Growth
MAP Skills (as needed)

ASK

TEACHER: What skills and standards are holding
students back? Which students are ready for acceleration?
ADMINISTRATOR: What instructional resources are
available to teachers? Are there standards-aligned
learning resources for students of all ability levels?

Monitor progress
and focus on key skill
gaps or enrichment
opportunities for each
student.

ASSESS

SPRING

GOAL

GOAL

WINTER

MAP Growth
MAP Skills (as needed)

Evaluate the effectiveness
of interventions and other
instructional strategies.

ASK

TEACHER: Which instructional strategies have been effective?
What insights can I apply to my teaching next year?
ADMINISTRATOR: Review data across schools, grades, and
various student populations. What trends emerge? Are there
any trouble spots?

KEY RESOURCES
LEARNING CONTINUUM

PRACTICE ACTIVITIES

Translate MAP Growth
scores into the standards
each student is ready to
learn.

MAP Skills curates free
open educational resources
for students to practice
skills that need work.

INSTRUCTIONAL
CONNECTIONS
MAP Growth data links
to over a dozen online
learning tools—like
Khan Academy.

NEXT STEPS

FALL

WINTER

ANALYZE Class Breakdown Report

Student Profile Report
Learning Continuum
ACT Decide which content

areas most need
differentiated lessons.
Use MAP Growth data
to quickly identify
instructional groups.

SHARE Share the learning

standards you’ll focus
on for each student
with their families.

ADVISE Applying Reports

professional learning
workshops help teachers
use data to make effective
instructional decisions.

ANALYZE Learning Continuum

MAP Skills Student
Dashboard
ACT Use MAP Skills to assign

learning resources to each
student that targets their
specific skill gaps.

SHARE Use the MAP Skills

Student Dashboard to
show families all of the
new skills their kids have
mastered.

ADVISE Make sure teachers have

the time and structure in
place to discuss strategies
with colleagues as well as
instructional leaders.

SPRING
ANALYZE Class Report

District Report
Achievement Status
and Growth Report
ACT Extend access to your

MAP Growth-informed
instructional connections
online learning programs
for students into the
summer.

SHARE Create a shared library of

the year’s most effective
differentiated lesson plans.

ADVISE Help teachers build tiered,

responsive instructional
plans by hosting an
Informing Instruction
professional learning
workshop.

Learn how MAP Suite helps teachers inform instruction
at NWEA.org/the-map-suite
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